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SUMMARY
The results are given of some observations of the effects of
end plates on the three-dxmensional
separated flow at the ends of
cylindrical
models.
:hile these are by no means exhaustive,
it 1s felt
that they are of sur'flclent
interest
to merit putting on record.
I.

Introduction

At times the need. arises to measure the vend forces on
long gx-ders, chimney
cylindrical
models of various sections representlng
stacks
and other elements in modern bulldlng.
The structural
element is
considered to be of 'infinite'
cspect ratlo and moans are employed to
eliminate
the three-dlmensionsl
effects that exist nt the ends of the
IllOdd.
For this purpose models that completelspan the working sectlon
of the tunnel are frequently
used, the mnximum Xcynolds number
obtaInable being limlted by the dreg oapaclty of the balance o, the
maxxr~umacceptable blockage in the tunnel.
By using models of smaller span with small eni? plates in olace
of the tunnel walls, the breadth of the model, and therefore the maximum
Reynolds number, can be increased without overloadIng the balance or
introducing
too much blockage.
For tests carrzed out in an 'open jet' type tunnel, for
Instance the Compre$sed Air Tunnel, finite-span
models with end plates
are obviously ess@$$al.
‘; '&e,n$6~@RGynolds
number tests were requested on square and
dodec&gon&-z:~yh~&q$?in
the Compressed Air Tunnel (Xef.l),
InformatIon
was sou~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e dimensions of end plates that were nepessary to
approximate-to-!in?&ite
aspect ratlo'
condltlons.
A considerable
&bunt of lit&.i&e
is available
on the use of end plates in donJunction
with unstall&
steeatilmed sectlons but no reference could be found to
their use with modsls experiencing
separated flow.'
----------------_-----m-----vReplaces N.P.L. Aero Report 1025 - A.R.C.23,907.
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In conscq"ence, a pum of end plates were ot first
used which
Hovmrer, on measuring
were considered large enough.
the forces on the
cylinders,
approximately
two-dimensional
conditions were found to exist
only over a limited
incidence range.
At other incidences the end plates
seemed to have substantially
no effect.
It wns necessary to increase their
size.
Sbme visual observations of the flow around the models were
carried out in conJunction with toe force measurements.
In view of the
interesting
facts that came to light,
further nsual tests were made in
one of the 9 ft x 7 ft ellaptxal
atmospheric Open Jet Tunnels of the N.P.L.
using a square cylinder of much larger aspect raio.
By reducing the span
of this model in stages, the effect of aspect ratio was studied.
Although no great accuracy was sought, or was considered necessary,
interest
to merit
the information
gained would seem to be of sufficient
putting on record.
Cnly rectangular
end plates
made to eat&lash
the optimum shape.
2.

were considered,

no attempt

being

The Models

The preliminary
observations in the Compressed xlir Tunnel wsre
They were both 4 ft
carried out on the Iwo models referred to in Hef.1.
in length, the cross-section
of one being a 4 in. square ond of the other a
regular dodecagon, the distance between parallel
faces of which was 6 in.
They were supported in turn with the axis horizontal
and at right angles to
the wind direction,
on the normal end supoorts of the tunnel balance.
The end plates were of 4 in.
Two sizes were considered, namely,
(a)

18

in.

(b)

36 in.

leading

plywood with

square 711th the model axis 7 in.
long by 24 in.
edge.

These were bolted
diameter brass tubing, which
so that the end plates were
tubing also served to shield

wide with

the edges chamfered off,

from the leading

the model axis

to flanges at the
were then rigidly
normal to the axis
the end fittings

9 in.

edge,

from the

ends of short lengths of 2 in.
fixed to the balance guard,
of the model; the brass
from the >rind.

To prevent any flow of air between the
the small gaps were sealed by the pile of pieces
to the end plates and the ends of the model, care
introduce too much restraint
to the free swinging

end nlntes and the model,
of fur fabric stuck both
being taken not to
of the balance.

The model used for the visual tests in the Open Jet Tunnel was s
cylinder i-13/16
in. square in sectionsnd 68-j/4
in. long.
This was
supported in-the tunnel on wires to eliminate
support interference.
In
this case, stiff
cardboard end plates were used and were attached to the
ends of the model by drawing pins.
J./
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Experimental

Procedure

out at
In the Compressed Air Tunnel, visual tests were carrxd
atmospherx pressure using a wool tuft at the end of a rod to explore the
flow round the model, m addition to a programme of force measurements.
For easier photography, a filament of paraffin
smoke was used in
place of the streamer for the observations in the Open Jet Tunnel.
The flow around the model was studied in both tunnels for
different
sizes of end plates.
In the Open Jet Tunnel the effect of aspect
ratio was also investigated
by progressively
reducing the span of the model;
no force measurements were possible.
4.

The Experimental
4.1

Results

Force measurements in the Compressed Air Tunnel

In Ffg.5, the results are plotted of the measurements of the drag
coeffxient
of the square-section
yodel, using the two sizes of end plates,
for a Reynolds number of 0.27 x 10
(the drag coeffuxent
LS a ncndimensional coefflclent
obtained by dividug
the drag per unit length of the
model by &~?a, where p 1s the air density,
V the wind speed and a
These are taken as
the length of the side of the square section).
representative
of a whole series at different
Reynolds numbers, the
variation
with Reynolds number being small.
For comparison, some smoothed results from Ref.2, at a Reynolds
number of 0.18 x Id,
are included.
In thus case, the model completely
spanned the tunnel so that the walls acted as end plates.
As will be seen, there is fairly
good agreement between the three
sets of results for incidences up to approximately 28O (zero
incidence
is
defined as that at whhloh the faces of the model were either along or normal
to the wind due&ion).
It 1s true that there are systematic differences
whloh cannot be explained with the limited
informatxon available
and extra
However, these are small and will not
work on thu would be useful.
greatly affect the general conclusions to be drawn.
At this inodence there is a sudden decrease in the coefficient
for the smaller-end-plate
case to substantially
the value obtained in
the absence of end plates.
4.2

Flow vuualisation

in the Compressed Air

Tunnel

The flow round the model was studied with the aid of a wool tuft
for both sets of end plates.
As was expected, separation occurred at edge
B for all inoidences (see Flg.l),
On the other surface, however,
separation took place at edge A for low incidenoes and from edge D at
In between, the exact locatlon of this
incidences in the region of 45'.
separation line was uncertarn.
i
The/

- l+ The flow in the wake of the model nas, as would be expected from
such a bluff body, very turbulent with no preferred d]rectlon
at low angles
HOWWar, at about 28O vrlth the smaller end plates tnere
of xncldence.
'Two large spanvrlse eddies appeared (Pigs.2 and 7)
was a sudden change.
which affected the whole span, causing strong outflow along the roar two
faces.
This change xas exslly connected w1t.h the critical
change ln the
dl-FIG.
No such eddies were seen with
whole of the inctdence range.

the larger

end plates

ever the

Thus it would appear that, at around 28' lncldence, the smaller
end plates completely lost their effectiveness
and that the presence of
strong: spanwise flow over the rear surfaces c&d be taken --as an
inticatlon
that the end plates were too small.
Using this fact as an lndlcatlon,
the mimmum dlmenslons of the
end plates for whxh there were no end eddies on we square-cylinder
model
in the Compressed Air Tunnel were found with the model at 45O incidence
(It was reasonable to assume that the largest end plates would be needed
at this lncldence since the blockage would then be greatest).
This,
subject to the limitatlonn
expressed in Section 4.1 was used IX the
criterlon
that two-dimensional
flow exxsted over the whole span of the
model.
It was found that at least 14 in. of end plate was nexled
downstream of the model cxis (thx was taken as a reference point for
ib certain amount was
convenience) and the total mldth, VI, was 8 In.
required upstream of the model, but this was not large, about 2 III.
seemed to suffice.
These dxnensicns

were not Interdependent.

A quack study of the flow over the dodecagonal model shoved
that the same general ccndlticns
applied but were not so veil defined.
A full xwestigntlon
Into the size of end plates needed for this model
was not undertaken through lack of available
tunnel time, but the end
plates that suffxed
for the square cylinder worked equally well with the
dodecagonal cylinder,
The tests
4.3

Mere then extended In the Open Jet Tunnel.

blcre detailed

study in the Open Jet Tunnel

Vxth the ald of 8 smoke filament the flow round the l-13/16
square-sectlon
model was studled, again at an incidence of 45'.

in.

It soon became apparent that the spanwise eddies that were
present when the end plates were too small iiere caused by th? eutrainment
of the flclv around the end of the model into the dead-air reglcn behind
the model (pig.6 and 7).
Thus, the function of the end plates is, in
essence, to close the ends of this 'cavity'.

From the observations It was seen that the amount of end plate
needed downstream of the model axu decreased somewhat as the aspect ratio
was reduced.
The values arrived at are shown as multiples
of the length
of the side of the square in Table 1.
The mxnunum vldth, however, was less crltical
and, in consequence,
it was not possible to detect a~ variation
with aspect ratio.
The total
width could be taken as 2.2 tlmcs the side of the square.
When these djmenslons were scaled up they were found to be
relatrvely
smaller than lhose obtained for the 4 in. square cylinder in
the Compressed Air Tunnel.
Consequently this model was examued under
the same conditions as the small model.
The minimum downstream dimension
was, in this case, found to be 9 in. instead of the original
14 m. and
agreed reasonably well vlth the smaller model at the same aspect ratlo.
When the 2 in. dameter cylindrical
supports used in the Compressed Air
Tunnel were set up in a slmrlnr position,
thus dimension increased to 12 ~.n.
Thus It would appear that an obstructl.on to the flow around the end plates
could have a large influence on thexr effoctlveness.
It did seem possible that small gaps could be left between the
retaining
two-dlmensiunal
ends of the model and the plates while still
flow.
Howver, an acceptable lunt
for each of these gaps was no more
than about l/J2 in.
Such a small gap would requre very accurate
alignment of the end plates to ensure free swng~ng of the balan&.
It
would be far better to allorr a reasonable clearance and to use the pile
of pieces of fur fabric,
stuck both to the model and the end plates, to
seal the caps.
This is possible wIthout any serious loss in accuracy of
the balance readuxgs.
There was no time avaIlable to consldcr any other factus,
or
any other shape of model, and dunenslons arrived at must be consIdered as
absolutely minunum under ideal conditions.
They are, however, not too
large for most purposes and It is most likely
that large factors of
safety can convenxntly
be applied.
Furthermore, a streamer
attached to
the downstream face of the model near the end ail1 give a quick indication
of the effectiveness
of the end plates.
Flnally,
the effect of incidence on the len,$h
was lnvestlgated
using the 4 in. cylinder
(Fig.4).
5.

Dlscuss~on

of the end plate

of the liesults

As indicated above, the purpose of the end plates is to prevent
the entrainment of au into the 'cavity'
at the rear of the model (see
Thus the mu-~u~~umsue of the end plate should be related to the
F1g.6).
SIPS of this 'cavity'.
An interesting
relatxonshlp
between the amount of end plate
downstream of the model and the incidence can be arrived at by making two
reasonabl'e assumptions (many factors ore ignored nhlch were thought to be
of only secondary importance and the flnal results would suggest that this
was justifiable)
First/
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First,
the size of the 'cavity'
1s tlken as proportional
to
A (see Flg.1).
Thx lgncres the influence of the upstream shape of the
model and the model to the rear of the edges of separation, both of nhich
are likely
to Influence the flow.
It was a little
difficult
to decide on a swtable
origin frcm
which to measure the downstream dimensron of the end plate.
As stated
previously,
separation occurred from edge B at all lncidences and It can
be assumed that this would dcmlnate the second separation, which was less
well defined.
dlmenslons

Therefore, It would seem reasonable to measure the downstream
from the plane throu&
B at rleht an&ss to the wind.

In Table 2 the values of (LCeyA (which can be taken as
proportronal
to the ratio of the downstream extent of the end plate
'cavity'
sue) are given for varlcus angles of ucldcnce.

to the

It must be pointed out that the varlatron
shown 1s less than
could be expected in vxw of the accuracy of the original
cbservatlons but
it seems that the assumptions made cannot be far from the truth.
6.

Conclusions

In Sectxon 4.1 It has been pointed cut that comllete agreement
was not obtained between the forces measured with the two sizes of end
plates.
The differences,
hcwever, were small end It 1s felt that they
would not seriously affect the folluilnG
conclusions.
From the force measurements made nlth small end plates (Flg.5) it
would seem that end plates are either riholly cffectlve
or lneffectlve
according to whether theu dunenslons are larger or smaller than fauly
well-defined
mInImum values.
No lntermedlate
stage of reduced effectiveness
exxts.
Furthermore, these mlnlmum dimensions can be seriously affected
by the presence of cbstructlons
to the flw
of air round the end plates.
Thus, It 1s not possible tti state the mInxmum size uf end plates
that would be required under all glvcn condltlcns.
However, It 1s probable that the condltlons
that exuted in the
Compressed Au Tunnel during the force measurements, referred to II? Kef.1,
Gn tills basis it 1s sugGested that, for most
could be taken as typxal.
practxal
purposes, the mlnunum values of L and \i (see Flg.1 for
deflnitzcn
of symbols) c'ould be taken as
L

=

2

7

=

2A

Amax.

max.,
to arIse during
.xhere Amax. is the maximum value of A that 1s likely
the experiments.
(A small amount of the plates should extend upstream
of the most forward part of the model, +Amax should suffice.)
Id

-7In this, the downstream extent of the end plates 1s me;:sureri
from the mcdel axis for ccnvenlence - It was shown, in the lzst :Jectlon,
that (L&yA
is substcntlally
a constant, suG;ecstlni, that the mCaSUrCmcnt
should mere nccurately be made from the mere upstream of the two
separation edges.
It 1s unllkcly
that such dxmonslons would prove to be excessive
in all but a few cases and It would be advisable to increase them
to keep
considerably
for safety.
IIovrcver, If It should be essentlnl
them to an absolute minimum It 1s possible,
where there 1s unobstructed
flow around the model and end plates, to reduce the value of L to
This should be consxlerecl es the --absolute m~nunum.
l-3/4 Amax.
An easy check can be made of the effectiveness
of the end plates
by attachzng a few wool streamers to the rear of the model - any strong
spanw~se flow towards the ends of the model would shcw that l&rger end
plates are needed.
Finally,
it is sometimes denlrable to use end stubs lnsteed of
These
would be of the .wme cross-sectlon
ns the model and
end plates.
separated from It by a small gap (thu gap should be sealed as indxated
earlier).
If the outboard ends of thr stubs are ~.n the au- stream,
spanwise eddxes ~111 be set up as shown ~.n F1gs.2 and 7.
These can
extend veil inboard as show in Fig.3 and, in order that the mcvxg part
of the model shall be free from spanwise variations,
the end stubs iaculd
have to be at least of sufficient
length to com,>letely contain these
eddies.
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TABLE 1
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1
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+L-l4
T
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